F250 6.0 diesel

Bore is 3. Some of the early 6. Note: This article is not to discredit the 6. The 6. Ford has
improved the design of the O-rings and has an updated fitting that replaces the STC snap to
connect. The STC fitting was used in the 6. If you still have the STC fitting on your 6. The HPOS
on the 03 to early 04 6. The EGR Cooler cools the exhaust gas that is recirculated back into
intake manifold so that it can be re-burnt for cleaner emissions. When it fails it will cause
coolant to enter in to the intake manifold and be burned in the combustion chamber causing a
loss of coolant and white smoke from the tail pipe. When soot builds up in the EGR cooler, it
can become clogged and the excessive heat can boil coolant in the exchanger. Depending on
the severity of the failure, the engine can hydro-lock and cause severe engine damage, which
includes bent connecting rods. There are no warning signs for a clogged or restricted oil cooler
but tests can be done to determine if a problem is there waiting to happen. The reason the Oil
cooler gets restricted and clogs up is due to silicone sand in the coolant system. The sand is
left over from the casting process of the engine block and because it was not thoroughly
cleaned from the coolant passages before the engine was assembled and it gathers at the most
restrictive point which is the Oil cooler. When the Oil cooler is not restricted the coolant
temperature and oil temperatures should be within a couple degrees of each other, anything
above a 15 degree difference indicates a problem. If the Oil temperature gets too hot it can
cause gaskets and O-rings in the HPOS to fail and the lack of coolant flow to the EGR cooler will
cause it to fail and can and will cause head gaskets to fail as well. An oil cooler failure is
suspect if oil is present in the coolant or visa versa. The EGR valve is an electronically
controlled valve that controls the flow of exhaust gas into the intake manifold. The EGR valve
fails due to carbon build up on the valve or it can fail electronically. When it goes bad, it can
cause black smoke, loss of power, no start and a fluttering noise. Clean the EGR valve at every
other oil change to keep it functioning properly. The FICM is the computer that controls the fuel
injectors. The FICM multiplies the voltage in the fuel injector circuit from 12 to 48 volts to fire
the injectors. When the FICM starts to fail, the 6. When replacing the FICM, 6. Most injector
issues are noticeable at the beginning of a cold start up and will go away once the engine is
warm. Signs of a bad or sticking stiction injector are hard start, rough idle, black or gray smoke.
If ignored this can cause serious engine damage. Do not ignore this issue because it goes away
once the engine is warm! The fuel injectors are very sensitive to poor fuel and oil quality. The
best thing you can do to prevent failure is maintain proper fuel quality by means of an additive if
necessary and keep your engine oil changed regularly. When a turbocharger starts to fail it will
have the same symptoms as a bad EGR valve. The vanes in the turbocharger that control boost
can build up with carbon or rust which can cause an over boost condition or a no boost
condition. Sometimes the turbocharger can be taken apart and cleaned. Another type of failure
can be bearing failure which can send pieces of shrapnel into the cylinders causing engine
damage. A major problem with the 6. A failed EGR system has been known to contribute to
engines running hotter than expected. In turn, this may lower the yield point of the head bolts
and in some situations even warp the cylinder head. Ran fine on the flat, but lost all power. Near
Oroville, so took to Oroville Ford [nice people]. Found 1 bad injector [told this shut down turbo].
Had all 8 injectors replaced, all 8 glow plugs and glow plug harnesses and turbo replaced. Got
near home and and to the first hill and the problem was back. Not sure if I trust this dealer, as
they already want to bill me a diagnostic fee. What do you think went wrong or was missed at
the Orville dealer? I replaced the hpop housing gasket and changed all other gaskets also. It ran
before I worked on it. Now I have a no start. When starting i have low oil pressure but when I
crank it sounds like it drops off during crank. Any Ideas thank you. Why will my truck not start
new glow plugs glow plugs harness good getting power what could be the issue 6. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Ford 6. Below are the most common problems associated with the 6. Share on
Facebook Share. Share on Twitter Tweet. Comments F 6. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Interchangeable with the 6. Properly re-manufactured with new
parts. All 6. Use the drop down list to select year model and any available upgrades that you
might want. It is the only diesel specific break in oil on the market. Select an option Promotes
proper surface mating during the critical break-in process and chemically assists with piston
ring sealing in high-performance and turbocharged diesel engines. O-ringed heads allow for a
better head-to-block combustion seal helping to avoid the problem of blown head gaskets. Long
block only. With the best coverage on the planet, the Victor Reinz product offering covers over
one million applications worldwide, including the Ford Motor Company. Price shipped with
engine Does not included head gaskets, head gaskets are already installed in long block.
Includes a high rev valve spring set with retainers and thick walled heavy duty Chromoly push
rods. For use in high rev applications up to 5, RPMs. When matched with the Asheville Engine
Stage 2 Camshaft you can expect a smooth power curve. We offer this option as an upgrade for

those people who want a perfectly balanced engine. Most shops charge a lot more to do one but
we keep the cost to a minimum for those people who want it done. If we were building a Nascar
engine that runs at 9, RPM, we would tell you that it has to be done. PolyDyn HS ceramic piston
coating protects and insulates to maintain structural integrity and to reduce potential engine
failure. This allows more fuel and less timing, thus building more power. PolyDyn DL is
specifically designed to permeate the bearing surface, increasing oil retention to protect against
intense heat and extreme pressure. This dramatically reduces bearing wear and flaking, and
adds an extra level of lubricant to the bearing. This also protects the bearing from heat build up
and excessive wear. Billet connecting rods are recommended for applications in which you plan
to build an engine capable of exceeding horsepower. Probably the most well-known brand of
billet connecting rods. Billet connecting rods are recommended in high horsepower
applications over horsepower. Short Block â€” Properly machined engine block with balanced
crankshaft, connecting rods and pistons. Usually ships in 1 to 2 days. Deposit is for the core
engine and the shipping crate and is refundable. Long Block â€” Same as above including
properly machined cylinder heads with the correct injector clamps, rocker boxes and complete
valve train including updated pushrods. Every 6. Usually ships in 1 to 4 days. We do not
included manifolds, fuel system components, oil pan, covers or any electrical components with
our 6. Only logged in customers who have purchased this product may leave a review. Must be
returned within 60 days. Missing engine parts or parts that are unusable may be deducted from
the deposit. Description Additional information Reviews 0 Description Short Block â€” Properly
machined engine block with balanced crankshaft, connecting rods and pistons. Reviews There
are no reviews yet. Related products 6. The 6. Most of these problems originate from the factory
design. The new EGR emissions system that was introduced to meet emissions standards at
the time, is a big contributor to the 6. Head studs provide inadequate clamping force so blown
head gaskets are common. Other 6. Fortunately, once these problems are addressed, the trucks
are much more reliable. Some of these problems can be avoided. If you follow a strict 6.
Bulletproofed 6. Bulletproof kits for a 6. Installing a Bulletproof kit is very labor intensive, so
expect to pay a couple thousand in labor costs. While the 6. Our best advice is to look for a late
model truck or a 6. Many of these problems occur early in these trucks lifetimes, so many of the
6. If you are considering performance modifications, you need to replace these studs. The
addition of a tuner alone can cause cylinder head pressures to rise beyond the capability of the
TTY head studs, ultimately causing head gasket failure. TTY studs cannot be re-used and must
be replaced after being removed from the engine. Aftermarket head studs from ARP are a
must-have for your 6. The stock TTY head studs can last a while under factory conditions.
Because of the layout under the hood, changing the head studs on the 6. It can take a long time,
even for an experienced diesel mechanic. Expect costs of a couple thousand dollars after parts
and labor. The FICM supplies 48 volts to the two solenoids that control oil flow to the fuel
injector. Excessive heat from the engine and vibration can cause the FICM to overheat or fail.
Cold starts impact the FICM negatively by causing excess voltage to be drawn. This can
damage the capacitors in the fuel injection control module. You should replace factory fuel
injection control modules with aftermarket counterparts. They are better at dissipating heat and
more reliable. Reputable FICM rebuilding companies also typically offer a warranty on their
products. Should an issue arise, they will send you a replacement FICM. Aftermarket FICMs also
come available with custom tunes, allowing you to increase horsepower by adjusting fueling.
Many of the problems found on the 6. These trucks require the oil to be cooled significantly
more than other trucks, resulting in Ford equipping the 6. Over time, sand and other large
particles can clog the small passageways of the Oil Cooler, leading to EGR Cooler failure. You
can identify faulty oil coolers by comparing engine oil temperature and coolant temperature. An
operational oil cooler should keep the difference between the two to less than 14 degrees when
driving the truck. We recommend replacing old factory oil coolers whenever this temperature
split becomes apparent. Do NOT choose a cheap oil cooler. You need a quality product! You
can also go purchase another OEM Ford part. This can help you identify problems early. EGR
Coolers on the 6. This reduces NOx emissions. As with all early emissions devices, they
frequently cause problems. Higher operating temperatures are a typical symptom of a clogged
EGR cooler. These higher temperatures commonly cause head gasket failures. The EGR coolers
commonly leak coolant into the exhaust, resulting in white smoke Steam exiting the tail pipe.
When the oil cooler becomes clogged, less coolant enters the EGR Cooler, causing higher
temperatures, boiling coolant, and potential damage. Be careful when ordering this replacement
part, as there are two different style EGR coolers for the 6. The EGR Valve on the 6. The valve
can stick open, causing poor performance. Often times this occurs due to excessive idling or
poor fuel quality. We recommend frequently cleaning the EGR Valve to keep it from
accumulating soot. If you need a new EGR valve, check out some of the links below! The VGT

increases power and greatly lowers spool times. These new VGT turbochargers were very
susceptible to soot build up. This excessive soot can cause the VGT vanes to stick open. When
that occurs, throttle response suffers and turbo spooling times increase. The turbocharger can
sometimes be cleaned by running the truck hard, otherwise, the turbocharger needs to be
removed and cleaned thoroughly. Early 6. The collection of oil in the turbocharger can result in
the oil cooking. This has been the root cause of many all-out turbocharger failures in the 6.
Want recommendations on an aftermarket turbocharger upgrade for your 6. Stiction can cause a
number of problems including hard starts, and the truck running rough when cold. The HEUI
injectors are very sensitive to poor fuel and oil quality. The high pressure oil pump pressurizes
the engine oil. Then, the injectors use this oil to compress fuel. These high pressure oil pumps
are known for complete failures and leaking seals on the 6. You may need to replace it too. The
factory Degas bottle in 6. They crack at the seams and it can result in loss of coolant! Invest in a
solid aluminum Degas bottle like the Mishimoto Degas Bottle pictured below. Make sure you get
a new factory cap too! What can you do to improve longevity on your 6. For starters, consider
not upgrading to performance parts unless it is a product that provides a solution to one of the
above problems. Replace problem parts early, before you start having issues! Be religious when
it comes to your trucks maintenance. Change the oil every 5, miles. Use high quality oil and
consider using additives. Make sure you buy diesel from quality gas stations that have quality
fuel. You can often identify the start of a problem early. For more information on the Ford
SuperDuty Diesel trucks with the 6. This helps support Diesel Resource and allows us to
continue to produce helpful diesel insight and content. Thank you for the support! Want to learn
more about the latest insights in the diesel industry? Signup for our newsletter and stay up to
date on the top trending topics! Founder of Diesel Resource and a complete diesel head. Has a
little bit of problem buying too many trucks. Learn more about him by checking out his truck.
Help Us Get to 1,! Written by Kamil September 7th, Most Common 6. Mishimoto 6. Mishimoto
Polished Degas Bottle 6. Make Kamil's day and share it with a buddy! Best Ford 6. Complete 6.
Complete 7. Comprehensive 3. Comprehensive 6. Ford 3. Ford 6. Ford 7. The Ultimate Guide to
Ford 6. Ultimate Guide to Ford 6. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge Monitors. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. There are so many horror stories out there about them along with a pile of
misinformation from an aftermarket industry constantly coming up with the next big fix to cash
in on those worries. In this article we will try to explain these issues and give you some insight
on the 6. First things first, in this article we are going to assume that you are using this truck for
regular activities that a person would buy a diesel truck for. Hauling, towing, work, or just
commuting. Understand that the information and recommendations below may be different if
you are a drag racer, sled pulling king, or dyno competition killer. The average truck owner does
a turbo back exhaust, a cold air intake, and usually some sort of programmer. We are talking
about stock or slightly modified vehicles. While most of this information still applies, some
things you would do differently if you are going for ultra high horsepower. The big question is:
Are the 6. To be honest, the answer is absolutely not. They are a great running motor that can

be made to be durable if maintained properly. We have had so many of these trucks hauled to
our shop after having an amazing list of expensive parts thrown at it trying to get it to run right.
So if you are going to own one of these trucks, you need to find a really good shop who
understands them or arm yourself with the knowledge and tools to do the work yourself. On the
top of your list if you are going to own one of these trucks should be maintenance. I cannot
stress how important it is. Please make sure you use a 15W40 quality diesel oil and change the
oil and filter religiously at 5, miles. The engine uses the oil in several ways. Turbo position is
control by oil, injector pressure is controlled by oil, and of course engine lubrication. The oil is
asked to work really hard and will wear out quick. Proper oil changes will benefit you more than
you can imagine. Synthetic oil is fine to use and does help tremendously when cold starting the
truck. But it still needs changed regularly. Fuel filters should be changed every 10, miles period.
Low fuel pressure is a major killer of injectors. Do yourself a favor and change both fuel filters
every other oil change. The first thing people hear about a 6. Are the head gaskets a real issue
on these trucks? The early years had a different design for the head bolts which led to heads
lifting and causing problems. The 6. The first couple years the 6. Like I stated they had some
problem head bolts, but also the aftermarket had not exactly figured out the tuning on these
trucks yet. It was not uncommon for someone to put a programmer in and immediately see head
gasket failure on the hotter tunes. Every one blamed the weak bolts and bad head design, but in
the end we came to find out tuners were running too much timing. This created too much
cylinder pressure which caused the heads to lift immediately. Of course any owner still under
warranty took their brand new truck back to the dealer for service after removing the
programmer. And so the stories get started about how bad these engines are and how bad the
head gaskets are. I am a firm believer that there are many head gaskets that get changed that
have absolutely nothing wrong with them. Of course as many know the solution to keep the
heads clamped to the block is new gaskets and ARP head studs. Most owners who are
confronted with a possible head gasket issue usually just bite the bullet and install new gaskets
and head studs to be done with the problem once and for all. If you are buying or own one of
these trucks, my advice would be to keep it in the back of your mind that you may be putting
head gaskets in it sooner or later. But do not just resign to the fact that the head gaskets are
bad every time you take it into the shop. We have seen bad head gaskets be diagnosed when
the real problem was a bad degas bottle cap, plugged heater core, unrelated coolant leak,
plugged oil cooler, or our next topic: the infamous egr cooler. More so, there is absolutely no
reason to replace the head gaskets unless you have a leaking one. We see many trucks go a
couple of hundred thousand miles easy with the stock head gaskets without a failure. They are
identical to the OEM Ford gaskets. The surface of these gaskets was completely black all over
instead of just around the opening like the new Black Diamond 6. Also, if you are doing a head
gasket job it is extremely crucial to have the heads surfaced or they probably will not seal back
up. This system is just a nightmare on these trucks. For emission purposes the engineers
designed a system to reintroduce exhaust gases into the intake manifold to be reburnt. Exhaust
Gas Recirculation. While I suppose it must have met whatever standard for emissions that they
had to meet, it is a nightmare for anyone who owns these trucks. At the very least sooner or
later your egr valve will either become completely clogged up with soot and quit working or just
plain fail. Which leads to terrible running that commonly gets misdiagnosed as bad injectors,
faulty FICMs, bad turbos, or a host of other shade tree guesses. How the egr system works is as
follows. The hot exhaust gas is let into the egr cooler from a pipe between the exhaust manifold
and the turbo. This exhaust has a temperature anywhere between degrees. In order to cool the
gas before introducing it into the intake, they have coolant running through the egr cooler to
exchange the heat. On the other end of the egr cooler is the egr valve. This valve opens to let
exhaust gas into the intake manifold when the pcm decides conditions are proper to do so. The
major problems with this system are two fold. First, dirty, sooty exhaust gas is being blasted
into your intake tract. The intake manifold becomes restricted from this coking as well. But that
is not the worst problem. The extreme heat acts on the cooler and breaks it down. Sooner or
later it will rupture either letting coolant into the exhaust or intake. Which if not taken care of
quickly can and will result in blown head gaskets. The extreme heat that the coolant is trying to
scrub away in a normal functioning egr system breaks down the coolant. Some of the
components of the coolant start turning into a goo like substance that does a really nice job of
clogging up all sorts of coolant related parts. If you have been doing any research about these
engines you have no doubt heard about replacing the oil cooler. These need replaced because
this goo will clog them up. Oil temps will then be elevated causing quick overheating when the
engine is worked. Also, the coolant leaves the oil cooler and continues to the egr cooler next. If
the oil cooler is restricted, your egr cooler will not get enough coolant flow to keep it cool. Next
thing you know, blown egr cooler. Then of course a shop diagnoses the bad egr cooler,

replaces it, and the customer comes back in a month with another blown egr cooler. It is not
unusual for us to get trucks that have had six or seven egr coolers replaced in their lifetime and
never an oil cooler. This is the kind of stuff that gives these engines a bad name and it stems
from the people working on them misdiagnosing them and not doing complete repairs. My
advice to you would be to delete the egr cooler out as soon as possible and replace the oil
cooler if you have more than 50, miles on the truck when you do it. At the very least, if you have
to have the egr system functioning, replace the cooler with a upgraded one that has a very
robust center section that will not rupture. Adding a coolant filter to every engine is also a great
way to combat coolant contamination and is a must. The next area that comes up all the time is
injectors. Another horror story area. I have heard reports of customers having three or four
complete sets of injectors changed and still not fixing the problem. Do you think it might not be
the injectors? This is an area where only competent mechanics with proper diagnostic
equipment can do a good job. There is equipment available to pin point nearly any injector
issue. A good diesel shop should have this equipment. Replacing a whole set of injectors
because you are not smart enough or well equipped enough to find the bad one is ludicrous.
There are two basic problems that happen with these injectors. The first is normal mechanical
failure. The mechanical parts in the injector just wear out or break and cause a dead miss. Most
mechanics can figure this out with basic scan tools. Just replace the bad injector in this case,
there is no need to replace the whole set anymore than there is reason to replace all your teeth
if you get one cavity. The other injector problem is from what is called stiction. The injectors on
the 6. One opens the injector to let high pressure oil in to fire the injector and the other closes it.
After time and use, these spool valves will start to weaken. Especially when the engine and oil is
cold, weak spool valves cannot pull the valve open and closed fast enough to operate without
severe missing. This is what causes the common complaint of terrible starts and cold running
until operating temperature comes up to normal. When the oil and engine temp reaches normal
the truck will run like normal with no performance problems. Combating this issue is tough.
Regular oil changes with good oil helps. Maintaining a good electrical system also helps. But
unfortunately stiction usually happens sometime in the life of any injector. We have equipment
that can pinpoint which injector is sticking. In most cases one or two injectors are the culprit
and just replacing those two injectors will solve all the cold start issues. Again, good
diagnostics are going to be needed here to figure out whether you have bad injectors, bad
batteries, bad glow plugs, a bad ficm or something else that is causing your hard cold starts. Be
leery of the mechanic who immediately prescribes a complete set of injectors as the fix all. Also
if you are having rough running at start up but the problem goes away when the coolant temp
gets to normal, you may want to try a couple of bottles of Rev X with your next oil change. We
have had great luck curing many trucks with these cold start symptoms with this additive. As
long as we are on injectors, one more thing. When you are replacing them, there is absolutely
no reason to replace the whole set or side if you have one bad one. That small amount of labor
is not worth spending the extra money on the other three injectors for that side if they are still
functioning properly unless you have a pile of miles on the engine. When buying replacement
injectors, make sure you are using a quality injector. Alliant, Pure Power, and Black Diamond all
make good 6. They each have their own benefits that we will discuss in another article. These
are usually not quality units. The spool valves are not being changed or tested. It is not unusual
to have stiction problems very quickly have installing them because the spool valves have who
knows how many miles on them. Buy a quality injector the first time no matter what great deal
your mechanic claims he has on these rebuilt ones. We went through a pile of them in the past.
They are not worth your time or money in the end. It also has programming that controls
injection timing to some extent. If this module breaks down internally, it will not provide for
proper injector operation. A faulty FICM can cause hard starts, missing, poor performance, poor
fuel mileage, and a few other problems. A good scan tool can check the FICM for proper
operation. While a FICM can and will eventually just wear out, a quick killer of these units is low
battery voltage or charging system problems. We see trucks on a regular basis that come in that
have one or two bad batteries. The owner usually has trouble getting the truck started for a
week or so and brings it in. Bad batteries will ruin a FICM quickly. If you have one battery go
bad, just replace both of them. Btw, if you do need a FICM, you do not have to get one from the
dealer exclusively. We can program a new blank FICM in house and many other shops can too.
Btw, if you suddenly get a cylinder contribution code from all eight injectors, you need a new
FICM. Also we have had some good luck using 58 volt fuel injector control modules lately. They
seem to aid in cold starts. And lastly, no 6. I cannot stress enough how often the turbo gets
blamed for poor performance when there is absolutely nothing wrong with it. Here are just a few
misdiagnosed bad turbos from the last week. One guy heard a pop and lost all boost pressure.
No smoke, no oil leaking anywhere, but lost all his power. My mechanic says I need a new turbo.

I advised him to fix it first and he was on his way. The second one was a customer who had the
turbo replaced not once but twice and now the second one was bad after two weeks. Come to
find out his exhaust backpressure tube was completely plugged. No turbo needed there either.
We had a guy with a blown intercooler that had been misdiagnosed. There was another with a
sticking egr valve that was calling for a new turbo. All those people were going to buy or did
buy a turbo when they absolutely did not need one. Turbos are another item on 6. I had to put
six turbos on it since I have owned it. You paid your mechanic to put six turbos on it and the
sixth time he actually noticed what else was wrong in the first place. You will be able to see the
compressor wheel. Grab the end of the shaft with your fingers. Does it spin freely without
coming to a sudden abrupt stop? When you have a hold of the shaft, try and move it side to side
and then in and out. Some minor play is acceptable. The best I can do is this: If it feels like it is
moving back and forth against a uniform bearing, it is probably ok. If you are picking the shaft
up from the bottom and it falls back down when you let go, the bearings are probably out of it or
worse. The other test for the turbo needs to be done with a scan tool. With a scan tool you
actuate the valve that moves the variable veins in the exhaust side of the turbo. You should hear
the exhaust tone change and see a fluctuation in back pressure. If nothing happens, either the
actuator is bad or it is possible the variable veins in the exhaust side of the turbo are coked up
and need cleaning. This can be done by removing the turbo. Disassemble the exhaust housing
and clean the rust and soot out of there. If you are having a problem that is diagnosed as a bad
turbo check the shaft play and turbo actuation first. If both of those are ok, you do not need a
turbo. Only good diagnostics will find the real problem. It is much more like a wind mill. If it is
not spinning and not broke, there may be no wind. If it is spinning but not producing any power,
it may not be connected on the output side. If you do find out that you do indeed need a new
turbo, we have a great selection o f 6. I realize this has gotten pretty long and there are still a
few other things to touch on. But this should give you a heads up on the most common
problems these trucks have. I personally have four of them. One I drive every day and the other
my wife does. They both are reliable, get good mileage, and have great power. The Ford
Powerstroke 6. Worse yet is the whole aftermarket niche that has sprung up with the next great
fix for these motors. With proper maintenance, diagnostics, and competent repairs, these
engines are as good or better than any of the other diesel pickup motors out there. We have put
together a check over list for the 6. If you are going to purchase one of these vehicles or if you
just want to give your current truck a good check over, this list is essential to have. If you sign
up below for the email we will send the check over list absolutely free and also email you the
Ford 6. This book includes an in depth explanation of all the 6. Yes, please email me the 6.
Toggle menu Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Automatic Transmission Manual Transmission.
Performance Upgrade Stock Replacement. Aluminized Systems Stainless Systems. Off Roading
Lighting Rigid Industries. Side Steps. Running Boards. Are they really as bad as I hear? Enter
Email Address:. Click Here to Shop For Ford 6. I wish I had a nickel for every time I have been
asked this question. The answer is it depends. Anyone who has been around the diesel pickup
market for more than ten minutes has probably heard 6. They are real. People have really spent
a lot of money trying to fix this engines with dismal results. One of the biggest problems with
these engines is the overly complicated way that every system is set up on these trucks. The
injection system is a high pressure oil controlled system that most people cannot wrap their
head around. Engine oil is pressurized up to 4, psi to controlled injection pressure at the fuel
injector nozzle. So instead of just having to figure out the fuel side of things when you have a
problem, you also have another system that controls it that is plagued with issues. Next the
turbocharger is also controlled by oil pressure to move the turbo veins. So you are asking a lot
out of the engine oil. What do we all notice about diesel engine oil? Sounds like problems just
waiting to happen. You have all the ingredients for a real shit sandwich. The next problem these
trucks have are the people who are working on them. If you do not have a good scan tool and
more importantly understand how to use it, you are wasting your time trying to fix these trucks.
It is practically impossible to diagnose most 6. Understandably owners get frustrated when they
either try to fix it themselves by changing parts hoping and praying or worse yet letting a repair
shop do it with expensive bills. Unless you completely understand how the systems work, it will
be extremely hard to repair these without much excess cost. One of the other trends we have
seen with these engines is that with only adding a simple hand held programmer these engines
will produce an extra horsepower easily. We see lots of owners put a programmer on a 6.
Unfortunately these trucks have a very poor head bolt design from the factory. Too much
cylinder pressure from extreme tunes along with hard use lead to blown head gaskets quickly.
Head gaskets can be an issue on these truck in completely stock form. Seeing as the engine oil
is used for so many different things in the 6. If the oil is allowed to become extremely dirty and
broken down by overdue changes, we see all sorts of related issues. The sticking from dirty oil

build up in the injectors and turbo is a huge issue. Proper maintenance schedules are more
important in this engine than any of the other diesel out there. If maintained properly and
repaired by a knowledgeable mechanic they are pretty good trucks. They have good power, get
fair mileage, and will last a couple hundred thousand miles without too much issue. I have
1999 olds 98
robertshaw 780 715 u wiring diagram
7 way trailer plug wiring harness
had several that I have worked hard and they have held up great. But if you are buying one,
check to see if the head studs have been installed. Also the injectors usually start showing
issues around , miles. If you are buying a higher mileage 6. The 6. Just understand that you may
be spending a couple of thousand dollars in the future to repair some of the inherent issues that
come from the factory. If you factor that to the buying price they are usually still a pretty good
deal. If you ever have an issue with a Ford 6. We are more than glad to help anyone out that we
can. Toggle menu Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Misdiagnosing Problems and Throwing
Parts at It The next problem these trucks have are the people who are working on them. Lots of
Horsepower and Poor Maintenance One of the other trends we have seen with these engines is
that with only adding a simple hand held programmer these engines will produce an extra
horsepower easily. So Should You Buy One? Share This Article.

